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Abstract

The overall aim of this work is to develop a
principled data-driven approach for gener-
ating route instructions in spatial domains
when faced with various types of uncer-
tainty, e.g. user location, view shed, dis-
tance to target etc. As a first step, we con-
duct a corpus study investigating how hu-
mans give instructions in different scenar-
ios. We find that human instruction givers
produce different route instructions based
on the information available to them. This
motivates a context-adaptive approach for
generating route instructions.

1 Introduction

Systems that generate route instructions have re-
cently attracted a lot of attention from the dia-
logue and Natural Language Generation (NLG)
communities, e.g. (Koller et al., 2007; Dethlefs
and Cuayáhuitl, 2011; Dethlefs et al., 2011; Ja-
narthanam et al., 2012; Dräger and Koller, 2012)
etc. In this research we investigate how to gener-
ate route instructions when faced with uncertainty,
e.g. about the user’s location, view shed, distance
to target etc. As a first step, we conduct a corpus
study to empirically investigate how humans give
instructions in different scenarios. In particular,
we compare object references and quantitative de-
scriptions. Previous research seem to suggest that
landmark-based route instructions (“Walk towards
the Castle”) are easier to understand than distance-
based ones (“Walk 300 meters”) (Lovelace et al.,
1999; Dräger and Koller, 2012). Here, we investi-
gate the choices human Instruction Givers make
when confronted with different types of uncer-
tainty. We draw conclusions based on the differ-
ent distributions of observed surface forms across
three different corpora.

2 Corpus Annotation

We manually annotate navigation instructions in
two Wizard-of-Oz corpora collected as part of the
SpaceBook project (Janarthanam et al., 2014). We
follow an annotation scheme by (Levit and Roy,
2007) developed for the HCRC MapTask corpus
(Thompson et al., 1993), which we modify to ac-
count for situated dialogues. We also utilise the
original annotations from MapTask. These three
corpora are collected in different setups and thus
introduce different types of uncertainty between
Instruction Giver (IG) and Instruction Follower
(IF):

MapTask (MT): IF and IG, share the same spa-
tial representation in form of a paper map, i.e.
distances and landmarks are known to both.
The location of the IF is hidden to the IG.

SpaceBook1 (SB1): The IG follows the IF
through the city of Edinburgh while commu-
nicating on the phone. That is, the IG knows
location and view shed of the IF.

SpaceBook2 (SB2): The IG tracks the IF on
Google Maps and also has access to Google
StreetView. The exact location of the IF is
unknown due to a noisy GPS signal.

The annotation scheme decomposes an utter-
ance into navigational information units (NIUs).
These NIUs are then further specified according to
various aspects of instruction giving, e.g. actions,
path descriptions etc. Here we only report on as-
pects relevant to generation under uncertainty:

Verification Actions aim to clarify uncertainty
about position or orientation of the IF.

Reference Objects serve as anchors for identify-
ing directions or positions.

Quantitative Aspect encode how far the traveler
should move.
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Label SpaceBook Example SpaceBook1 SpaceBook2 MapTask
Total NUIs 316 414 2132
Verif.:Position <POSITION verifier="WIZARD" reference="LANDMARK">Are you

standing outside Informatics in Edinburgh?</POSITION>
17.7% 8.2% 11.02%

Verif.:Orientation <ORIENTATION verifier="WIZARD" reference="LANDMARK">can you see
the National Museum of Scotland in front of you?</ORIENTATION>

4.1% 3.1% 0.8%

Object:Landmark see above. 43.7% 21.7% 33.1%
Object:Streetname <POSITION verifier="WIZARD" reference="STREETNAME"> This is

West Nicolson Street. </POSITION>
7.6% 22.9% N/A

Object:Proximity <TURN descriptor="NIL" reference="NIL"
quantitative="PROXIMITY">Turn at the next crossing</TURN>

8.2% 7.0% N/A

Object:UserCentric <MOVE descriptor="STRAIGHT" reference="USER"
quantitative="FALSE"> Just keep walking in the direction
you are going.</MOVE>

17.4% 16.4% 5.6%

Object:Cardinal <MOVE descriptor="STRAIGHT" reference="CARDINAL"
quantitative="FALSE">Please continue walking South. </MOVE>

0.3% 0.2% 31.8%

Object:NIL <TURN descriptor="LEFT" reference="FALSE"
quantitative="FALSE">you wish to turn left</TURN>

17.4% 19.3% 13.3%

Object:Other 5.4 12.5 5.1%
Quantitative:Time <MOVE descriptor="STRAIGHT" reference="OTHER"

quantitative="TIME"> About one minute down the road.</MOVE>
0% 1.2% N/A

Quantitative:Distance <MOVE descriptor="STRAIGHT" reference="NIL"
quantitative="DISTANCE">follow for three hundred meters.
</MOVE>

0% 0.2% 64.8%

Table 1: NUIs label distributions: Frequencies within corpora.

3 Results

We highlight and discuss the main differences ob-
served between the three corpora, based on their
frequency of occurrence as summarised in Table
1.

• Verification actions make up between 11-
22% of all possible actions. They are al-
most twice as frequent in SpaceBook2 than in
SpaceBook1 and MapTask. We hypothesise
that this occurred when the IG lost sight of the
IF. In general, the IG tends to verify the IF’s
position, but less so the orientation/ view shed.

• Landmarks are the most common refer-
ence object in SpaceBook1 and MapTask,
but SpaceBook2 uses Steetnames more often.
This can be attributed to the fact that in this
scenario the IG tracks the IF on a digital map
where street names are indicated. Whereas in
SpaceBook1 Landmarks are more prominent
due to the shared view shed.

• Proximity is only used in SpaceBook1 and
SpaceBook2 since the IG had an estimate of
the IF’s position, whereas in MapTask the IF’s
location is hidden. Similarly, UserCentric in-
structions are generated relative to the IF’s po-
sition and thus only occur in SpaceBook1 and
SpaceBook2.

• Cardinal directions hardly occur in the Space-
Book scenarios, but in MapTask this informa-
tion is relative to the paper map, and thus a
shared point of reference which is used in over
one third of the cases.

• The main difference between SpaceBook and
MapTask is the occurrence of quantitative de-
scriptions. In the SpaceBook scenarios quanti-
tative descriptions hardly ever occur, whereas
in MapTask about 65% of instructions are
quantified. We attribute this difference to the
fact that distances can be easily estimated from
a paper map, whereas distances from a digi-
tal map or while walking down the street are
harder to judge.

4 Discussion and Future Work

In summary, we find that human instruction givers
produce different route instructions based on the
information available to them: Landmarks are pre-
ferred if the view shed of the instruction follower
is known; User centric and instructions based on
proximity only occur if the location is known; Car-
dinal directions occur if the orientation is known;
And quantitative descriptions are limited to cases
where the scale is known. We therefore conclude
that in contrast to claims by previous work, it is
not always preferred to generate instructions based
on landmarks, but good route instructions depend
on the contextual information available. In future
work, we will generate context-dependent instruc-
tions based on a framework for generation under
uncertainty (Rieser and Lemon, 2009; Rieser et
al., 2014) and test their effectiveness with real
users (Janarthanam et al., 2012). We will also
measure inter-annotator agreement and run signif-
icant tests for the above annotations.
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